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Chairman’s Chat
It’s amazing, all the hype leading up to Christmas with all the festivities and

Market’
on the 3rd
March.
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parties and then the lull, waiting for New Year, and then a bit more
excitement, and before you know it, it is all over. Somewhat of an anti-climax
and one wonders what’s it all about. Well, I guess its many things! A time to
reflect and meditate, a time to holiday, party and relax and then a time to get
ready for the New Year. And what a year it’s going to be with all the
‘Doomsday’ experts saying, ‘this is the end. Be that as it may, only time will
tell. In the meantime may I wish one and all happiness, health and from our
point of view, good ‘Hamming’ with all its attendant possibilities.
I just want to report that we are collecting a mass of equipment for our ‘Flea
Market’ on the 3rd March. The latest acquisition is a complete station from
an OM who is moving to a small flat and as a result is giving up the hobby. I
also had another call to collect items from the XYL of a silent key near me.
We also have other items that we acquired a while back, so I’m sure that we
are going to have a bumper afternoon with quite a selection of Radios as well
the usual bric-a-brak.
In fact, there is a tremendous amount of good surplus equipment around.
Granted, that in many instances it is old, not of modern design with all the
bells and whistles, but still very useful. It is quite sad to be called to dispose of
the radio equipment of a deceased estate. In my mind’s eye I visualise the
departed OM enjoying much of what he had, and if he had more time here
would still have enjoyed many hours with his hobby. So the thought is, do we
really need the new stuff? What is also sad is that the surviving spouse and or
family feel that the equipment is still valuable.
So like most of our throwaway society we live in today, the expensive
equipment we acquire now will also not be so valuable in time to come! That’s
a sobering thought. By the way don’t let your XYL read what I have written
here as it could impact on that marital bliss you’re experiencing now, and
cause complications in the future, when considering just how ‘practical’ the
opposite sex can be!
Cont Overleaf:
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Chairman’s Chat …..Cont:
It seems to me that the multi band ‘Hex Beam’ is the in thing at the
moment! Eaves dropping on the odd QSO I was able to detect
much excitement among fellow operators who I’m sure acquired
these ‘for Christmas’. While listening to their enthusiasm, as they
discussed the setting up and adjustments necessary to produce the
best efficiency, a few thoughts came to mind.
Is there a best antenna? Which is the ultimate, homebrew or purchase? Which is better, wire antennas or beams, and so the argument could go on and on. It goes further, when the questions include, is a 1:1 SWR meter reading absolutely necessary and what
about ‘Power’? Is a Linear Amplifier, pushing out ‘Watts’ at ‘just over
the legal limit’, the answer to a good QSO? A never ending argument, which would continue ‘ad infinitum’.

The first
meeting of
this year
will be
on
23 January
at 20:00

I believe the answer is simple! Whatever suits your ‘modus operandi’ should suffice. But it is not as simple as that either, as things
always appear greener on the other side of the fence too! Why can’t
I have a 5:9+ signal report all the time? Too many have that competitive spirit, while others are content with what they have. So my
advice is, enjoy what you can when you can with what you have!
It is interesting to note how many QSO’S are enjoyed on low power,
using a simple Dipole, where on the other hand it is so frustrating
when your QRZ is ignored as the other party is only accepting
strong signals! I was so pleased the other day to hear a strong DX
station going back to a call which turned out to be 3x3 report. The
OM went to great lengths to accommodate the weak signal. I believe that is a true ‘Ham Spirit’. Of late I have heard many DX stations operating ‘Barefoot’, which is refreshing indeed. With this in
mind, let’s give everybody a chance, the weak as well as the strong
signals!
Something else that also impressed me was listening to a local net
on 20M. A ZS6, a ZS5 and I think there was a ZS4 plus a group of
ZS1’s. Local QSO’s can be fun too!
By the way, I would ask you all to wish Hans Jurgen Holbein,
ZS1HJH, a speedy recovery as he will shortly be leaving for
Germany for specialised surgery.
Just a reminder to everybody! Remember that we are now
in our ‘Summer Season’, therefore our monthly Club
meetings will be on the fourth Monday of the month,
until July. The first meeting of this year will then be on
the 23 January at 20:00.
Take Care, 73 to all,
de ZS1FW
Noel
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From The Sec……. The Important “Stuff”
Secretary / Treasurer
Russell Mycroft
ZS1VK

Hi All
Due to the long break and holidays nothing
much to report this month…
Please do remember though that subs are still
due from a few members, and thanks to all
who have paid. Don’t forget the meeting on
Monday 23 January at 20:00 at the Clubhouse,
look forward to seeing you all there.
Best wishes for 2012.
Russell.

Clubs Contact Details
Chairman
Noel – ZS1FW on 021-715-2024 or 084-5281805

Secretary / Treasurer
Russell – ZS1VK can be reached on 021-7129767 or 072-2599430
PO Box 2541 Clareinch 7740
eMail: zs1ct@ctarc.org.za
Website: www.ctarc.org.za
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FOR SALE
TOROIDS, BALUNS & UNUNS
Custom built BALUNS & UNUNS - 1:1, 4:1 & 9:1
Also DIY Kits available
Other Components: NE602, K12 Keyer Chips,
10.7Mhz & 455Khz Variable Inductors, Various Toroidal Cores
Contact Dirk - ZS1X
Cell: 084 552 8573
email: zs1x@iburst.co.za
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“Other Avenue’s To Explore”
Welcome

Dave Reece
ZS1DFR

Microphones
mostly
use one of 4
types
of
transduction:

RAGCHEW

to the first
“Other Avenues” for
2012. I hope you had a
good Festive Season,
and have lots of
interesting ideas to
make your Hamming
more exciting this year!
While I was dreaming
up a topic for this
column,
my
eyes
alighted on an Astatic
D104 Microphone I
managed to acquire
years ago. I’m sure all
know
the
typical
“lollipop” shape of this
mike, and can only
imagine the warm glow
of the valve gear that
this mike drove in the
good old days. It
occurred to me as I
looked at it, that I know
very little about the
classification
and
functioning of mikes in
general, so I started
reading on the internet,
and here is what I
found. As usual, those
of you who know a
whole lot more about
this than I will ever
know must please
bear with me, and
write and correct me
if I go astray. I’ll put
in corrections in
later editions.
What does a mike
do actually? Well, it
is
officially
a
TRANSDUCER,
because it converts
sound waves (ie

IS

mechanical vibrations)
to electrical signals. (In
reverse, a gadget that
converts
electrical
signals in to sound
waves is called a
loudspeaker, of course,
but you knew that! Just
checking!!)
Interestingly, neither a
mike nor a speaker is
very good at doing the
opposite of what it is
designed for. A mike
can’t produce sound
very well, and a speaker
work well as a mike.
More later...
Microphones mostly use
one of 4 types of
transduction...
*A
change
in
capacitance modulates
a voltage (condenser
mikes)
*Electromagnetic
induction is used in a
dynamic mike
*Piezoelectric electric
signal
generation,
where
mechanical
deformity of a structure
causes a voltage to
arise.
*Modulation of light (of
one form or another) to
produce an electrical
signal by mechanical
vibration.
There won’t be much
space to discuss all
these in huge detail, but

here are some facts.
In condenser microphones,
the diaphragm of the mike
acts as one plate of a
capacitor, and the sound
waves causing vibrations of
that
plate
produce
variations in the charge
between the two plates.
The two plates can be
charged with DC (DCbiased),
which
is
apparently very efficient,
and
allows
very
satisfactory amplification
of the signal as it varies
with the distance changes
between the plates. The
plates can also be charged
with a relatively low RF
voltage, which is then
amplitude modulated by
the capacitance changes,
or acts as part of a
resonant circuit that can
modulate the frequency of
an oscillator signal. This
latter system allows a
wider frequency response
with a slightly looser
tension on the diaphragm’s
mounting.
Cont: Overleaf...
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“Other Avenue’s To Explore”… Cont:
The Electret Condenser
mike was invented in 1962,
in which an external applied
voltage (DC or RF) is replaced by a permanent
charge in a ferroelectric
material that has been permanently
electrically
charged or polarised. These
mikes perform very well,
and are cheap to build, and
are hence used in the vast
majority of applications.
However, they are not as
good as the best nonelectret condenser mikes,
which are still used for hifidelity applications.
Dynamic microphones induce an electrical signal by
allowing a magnetic field to
create a varying signal in a
coil, by moving the coil, and
its diaphragm in a magnetic
field of a permanent magnet (the reverse of a loudspeaker). The dynamic
membrane of one of these
mikes does not respond
linearly to all audio frequencies, and so the design
of these mikes can get quite
complicated as multiple
membranes are included in
the construction to respond
to various frequencies of
sound. All that sounds expensive to me, and the circuitry needed to combine
the signals of a variety of
membranes is just that –
expensive! I s’pose you
could select the right frequency mike for the right
sound (like bass drums, or
the high pitched sounds of
the piccolo). Another form
of dynamic mike is a ribbon

mike, in which a corrugated
metal ribbon is suspended
in a magnetic field, and its
vibration with sound produces the electrical signal.
Ribbon mikes can accept
sound from front or back,
so have characteristic figure
-8 directionality about
them.
Examples
of
electromechanical mikes include
the carbon mike (of the old
telephone type), where carbon granules are sandwiched between two metal
plates, across which a voltage is applied. When sound
vibrations compress the
carbon granules into a
tighter configuration, the
electrical
resistance
changes. These mikes have
poor sound reproduction,
but are very robust. Piezoelectric mikes are also electromechanical, in that a
voltage can be produced
when some materials are
subjected to pressure,
thereby converting sound
vibrations into electrical
signals. These were the
original crystal mikes, which
had high output impedances, which in turn
matched the high input impedances of valve equipment. They were not successfully used with low input impedance transistorised equipment, which is
why you don’t usually see
crystal mikes used with
modern-day
equipment.
However, the piezoelectric
effect is commonly used as
a contact mike to pick up

sound from musical instruments, or in underwater
high-pressure
environments.
Finally, light modulated microphones
measure
changes in light intensity,
when a moving diaphragm
modulates the intensity of
light (usually laser light) reflecting off the diaphragm
in a specific direction. The
laser light gets to the diaphragm via an optic fibre,
and is reflected back via a
second optic fibre to a
photo-detector, where it is
transformed into digital or
analogue audio. These
mikes are unaffected by
electrical, magnetic, electrostatic or radioactive
fields, making them useful
in such fields as medicine,
industrial monitoring, audio
calibration, hi-fi recording,
and law enforcement.
Speakers can work as
mikes, but have poor frequency response and sensitivity. Where high quality
sound is not critical, like
intercoms, they are quite
useful. Another interesting
application is as a “pick-up”
for amplification of the bass
drum in a pop group, where
they do not experience interference
from
nearby cymbals
and
snare
drums! We live
and learn.
Until next time,
73,
Dave ZS1DFR

“Speakers
can work as
mikes, but
have poor
frequency
response
and
sensitivity.”
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Events, Upcoming and Field Day
And greetings members of the club. I would like to start by wishing
everybody good health and happiness for the year ahead. And since we are
on the subject of the year ahead I would like to remind everybody of the
events as they are scheduled at the moment.
Our first event will be the SARL Field Day Contest. This is the second leg of
the Field Day and takes place on 11 and 12 February. You may recall that
we cancelled the first leg of Field Day as not a single member of CTARC
volunteered to operate.

Rob Bareham
ZS1SA

We need to take a serious look at if we want to continue with Field Day
events in our club. The February Field day last year was very poorly
attended although several people enjoyed coming for the evening braai
before departing. It is a lot of work for the 2 or 3 people who had to
assemble the station and man it all night long, simply to provide an evening
braai for the visitors.
I can appreciate with the average age in our club that many of us are no
longer keen to stay up all night in a tent and operate the contest. This is
obvious when we look at the active participants of the CTARC Field Day
Contest, and this is a contest, unlike the Lighthouse event.

“We need to
take a serious
look at if we
want to
continue with
Field Day
events in our
club.”

I don’t think we should entirely eliminate our Field Day operations
but perhaps we need to change what we do.
One option is to only operate for a few hours during the Saturday afternoon
until early evening, have a braai then pack up and go home? This would still
allow us to exercise our emergency preparedness skills, get listed on the
contest log with SARL and have a social event for the general membership’s
enjoyment.
Another option is to arrange a weekend camp away from Cape Town. If we
do that, then we would need a serious commitment from a reasonable
number of members to be with us and operate the contest, transport the
equipment to the camp site and set up and take down the station and on
the Sunday afternoon bring everything back and store it in the clubhouse. It
would be most disappointing if members opted for this option but backed
down or declined to operate the contest at the last minute.
This needs to be thrashed out between us and a decision made and we only
have the 23 January meeting to do this before Field Day in February.
Our special events schedule for the year ahead is:
11/12 February,
3 March
28 July
18/19 August
17/18 November
24 November

SARL Field Day ???
CTARC Annual Flea Market from 14:00
AGM
Lighthouse and Lightship Weekend
SARL Field Day ???
End of year function

73 and hope to see you all at the 23 January meeting to hear your
constructive thoughts on what we should do with the Field Day
events for the coming year.
Rob, ZS1SA
RAGCHEW
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“Watts Up?”
LEDs POWER SA STREET LIGHTS
BEKA

has launched its latest range of street lighting
products, under the brand name LEDlume, which take
advantage of LED technology supplied by OSRAM Opto
Semiconductors. All variations of these luminaires are
equipped with Oslon SSL LEDs and are designed to improve
the energy efficiency and durability of lighting in streets
across the African continent.
Oslon SSL LEDs are particularly compact, with housing dimensions measuring 3 mm by 3 mm, and
thus enable a great variety of design possibilities. With a light colour of 4500 K and a colour
rendering index (CRI) of 70, the luminaires ensure pleasant street lighting conditions.
An additional benefit of the modern LED street lighting is the high efficiency of Oslon light diodes –
their light yields more than 100 lm/W at 350 mA. As a consequence, the LEDlume uses
approximately 50% less energy than legacy technology. Optionally, the street light can be furnished
with the ambient light sensor SFH5711, also from OSRAM, which automatically adapts the
brightness of the luminaires to the ambient light or to customer-specified preferences. Thus, by
dimming or intelligent switching of the luminaires, even more energy can be saved.
BEKA’s LEDlume is available in numerous versions, ranging from 16 to 90 W power consumption.
Depending on the version, between 12 and 60y Oslon SSL LEDs per luminaire are required. Thus,
the street lights comply with the special requirements of the African continent. For instance, the 12
and 24 V versions are also suited for operation with solar power.
Furthermore, the thermal conditions of the continent have also been taken into account: the
luminaires are designed for ambient temperatures of 35°C, and as a result, in spite of the high
temperatures, the durability of the LED is not affected. Lasting more than 50 000 hours, the average
durability of the LED also complies with the L80 standard. This means that once the service life of
the luminaire has expired, it will still generate more than 80% of the original brightness.
CSIR BOOSTS LASER PERFORMANCE
CSIR-developed laser technology to make almost any laser operate in a ‘high-brightness’ mode will
result in more efficient lasers for long-range communication systems, and in the military for target
designation. The technology may also be used to make lasers smaller and less expensive, by
exploiting the extra efficiency to make the support systems work a little less.
With lasers one generally has to choose between having lots of energy, and having a ‘nice’ laser
beam. A quality that incorporates both these parameters is the so-called ‘brightness’ of a laser: high
brightness means good laser beam quality and high energy. This is difficult to achieve because good
beams tend to come at the expense of energy, while high-energy beams are highly distorted and
difficult to use in practical applications. So is it possible to have the best of both worlds? This
question was posed to the CSIR by a South African company intent on making industrial lasers to
compete in the international market.
See Overleaf:...
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Cont:...

The CSIR has for several years invested in developing core expertise in shaping light with diffractive optical elements; optics that have feature sizes down to the micrometre scale, and sometimes to the nanometre scale. The idea is that, given a laser beam of a particular intensity profile (ie, how the energy carried by the laser is distributed in space), it is possible to reshape the profile of this laser beam by redistributing the energy.
If this is done correctly, then in principle any laser beam shape can be achieved. The group worked on
achieving this same result, but inside a laser, so that the diffractive optical elements are the mirrors of the
laser. The idea was that if the mirrors were correctly calculated, and then fabricated, the laser itself would
select the best beam for maximum brightness. The shape of the laser beam bouncing around inside the
laser was chosen to extract as much energy as possible from the laser, but in a ‘good’ shape. The idea
worked, and the result was a 25 times improvement in the performance of the laser – just with the help of
carefully designed micro-structured mirrors.
The research has been taken up by the local photonics industry with a signed licence agreement that sees
the technology a permanent part of the product line of export-orientated lasers. With a 25 times improvement in performance with only a change of one mirror in the design, the company can now offer a vastly
improved product at very little additional cost.
DECLINE IN PC MANUFACTURE
In another sign of the technology industry’s fundamental shift away from PCs and toward mobile communications, the wireless segment is expected to overtake computers to become the world’s leading application market for semiconductor purchasing by original equipment manufacturers (OEM) starting in 2011.
Driven by booming sales of smartphones and tablets, OEMs in 2011 bought $55,4 billion worth of semiconductors for use in wireless devices, up 10,7% from $50,1 billion in 2010. By contrast, OEMs spent
$53,1 billion on semiconductors used to make computers, up a scant 1,2% from $52,5 billion in 2010.
UNIVERSAL SERIAL BUS POPULARITY
Throughout 2010, USB continued its run as the most successful interface ever, with over 3,5 billion devices shipping worldwide in the PC, PC peripheral, consumer electronic (CE), communications and automotive product segments. Today there are three different specifications to handle additional speed and
data requirements, and although not all have met with the same amount of success, each plays a significant role in connecting a myriad of electronic devices. Forecasts show that USB-enabled device shipments will approach 6 billion in 2015. This growth will be propelled by the transition to SuperSpeed USB
or USB 3.0, which is occurring more quickly than anticipated.
FULL-DUPLEX TECHNOLOGY FOR CELLPHONES
Rice University engineering researchers have made a breakthrough that could
allow wireless phone companies to double throughput on their networks without adding a single cell tower. The new ‘full-duplex’ technology allows wireless devices like cellphones and electronic tablets to both ‘talk’ and ‘listen’ to
wireless cell towers on the same frequency – something that requires two frequencies today. The challenge of developing new wireless standards for fullduplex remains, but the researchers expect that we may start seeing this
when carriers upgrade to 4,5G or 5G networks in just a few years.
"We know that communication is a problem, but the company is not going to discuss it with the employees." – Dilbert
Wishing you good DX
Deon ZS1ZL
Edition 67
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Contest Corner...
Upcoming Local Events in February – Also see the SARL web:
http://www.sarl.org.za/public/contests/contestrules.asp
4,5 February
11,12 February
26 February

Dirk Lotz,
ZS1X

-

AWA CW Activity Day
SARL National Field Day
SARL Digital Contest

Upcoming International Events in February – See this link for more
detail http://www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/index.html Only
some of the bigger contests have been mentioned below.
4,5 February
11,12 February
11 February
18,19 February

-

Mexico RTTY International Contest
CQ WW RTTY WPX Contest
FISTS Winter Sprint
ARRL Inter. DX Contest, CW

MONTHLY DX’ing TIP

“ How to
bust
a Simplex
Pile-up”

How to bust a Simplex Pile-up
Having trouble busting a simplex pile-up?? Set your Split or XIT/RIT so that your XMT
freq is 200 - 400 Hz lower than the DX freq. On most XCVRS, this will cause your signal
at the DX end to be 200 - 400 Hz higher than the mob, and it will stand out like a sore
thumb.
Works 98 % of time for me even when competing with W4s using a linear and yagi !!!
Try it!!!
Now you might think that since you are transmitting on a lower frequency, the DX should
be receiving you on a lower frequency. This would be true for wide splits. For smaller
shifts in freq such as << 800 Hz, the product detector in receiver section will create an
inverse audio shift in the audio bandpass of receiver.

Larry, K4WLS (Tips for the DX’er - http://www.mdxa.org/dx_tips.html#tip1)

73’s & Good DX!
de
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Wow Head for Heights…. Eh!
Hi Everybody,
I JUST HAD TO SHARE THIS WITH ALL OF YOU.!!! Can you imagine
climbing this 140 ft tower & then Dave K4SSU goes up in the "basket"
to a height of 165 ft & attaches the boom to the top of the tower. Yes,
he was 5 x 9 +++++++ It is a giant steppIR for 10m to 3 ele on 40m. !!
He can see Africa from there. Hi.!!!!
They have had tornadoes there & a few years ago & his 120ft tower
crashed to the ground with 6 elements for 20m.
73
Dennis ZS1AU
Note the 100ft tower on the right, underneath !!#%%^*()&_(*!!
higher than mine. !!!!

Wow!
What A View!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS, BIRTHDAYS
AND NOTICES!
BIRTHDAY WISHES
To all our club members who celebrate their birthdays in the coming
month, may your special day herald a fantastic year ahead and bring you
all that you would wish for yourself and lots of good signal reports.
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Delivering
Solutions

←
WSP Group is a broadly based engineering consultancy providing design and management services to the property, land and
construction sectors. Our skills cover the whole field of the built
environment worldwide, specialising in electrical, electronic, mechanical and refrigeration engineering services, as well as comprehensive environmental consulting, in South Africa.
For more information on WSP contact:
Peter Hodgkinson or Alan Keen
Tel: ++27 (0) 21 481 8700 or our
Website: http://www.wspgroup.co.za

WSP
KINDLY ASSISTS CTARC BY
SUPPLYING HARD COPIES OF
THIS NEWSLETTER TO THOSE
WHO DO NOT HAVE INTERNET
CAPABILITIES.
Thank you WSP

Disclaimer.
Note: The Editor nor any club member shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawing contained in this
newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, any committee member or other members of the Club.
If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional but, is published as a free service to Amateur Radio operators and friends and is not for profit or gain.

